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TOGETHER 
WE CAN DO SO

MUCH
Students of Pre Nursery had an interactive

session with a parent visitor, Mrs. Baid. She

took us on a virtual tour of her terrace garden

where we saw a variety of plants. The students

learnt the names of the plants and their utility. It

was a great learning experience for all of us.

Thank you Mrs. Baid for the enriching session.

Students, of Nursery A, enjoyed an amazing

story telling session with Amarissa's father,  

 Mr. Scott Hartmann,  and illustrated the main

character from the story - Hiccups for Elephant.

A Magic Show was conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Kasera,

in Nursery B. With the wave of the wand they

demonstrated cup levitation,  coin vanishing, emergence

of multicoloured ribbons from an empty cylinder and

creation of magical art in water.

Mrs. Dalmia narrated the story “If I Ran the

Rainforest” in association with the display of

the project on the four different  layers of the

rainforest.
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Ushering in the 
Festive Season

The students of Pre Nursery A

celebrated the auspicious occasion

of Durga Puja with their teachers

and parents on the virtual

platform. Dressed in traditional

clothes, they performed on the song  

‘Aye re chute aye’. Blowing the

‘shankh’, reciting hymns and

sharing information on ‘Dusshera’

by the students had a speacial

appeal. Students of Pre Nursery B

ushered in the festive season with a

dance performance on 'Aay re

chute aay'. Arthaay Veer

Himatsingka narrated the story of

Durga Ma with confidence. 

On 13th October, the children of Nursery ushered Maa Durga with a Debi bandana by Samarth

Sanyal and a dance recital by Amarissa Hartmann. Devansh Chakravarty spoke about the ten

weapons used by Maa Durga to fight the demon king Mahishasur to make good prevail. Sitara

Kaushik and Tanushree Saraff shared facts about Navratri and Dussehra which is also

celebrated during this time of the year. The assembly ended with a special dandiya performance

by all the students of Nursery to bring in the festive spirit.
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When
the sky is clear blue with fluffy
white clouds and the waves of

Kans grass
whisper and flutter in the merry
breeze... its autumn! It’s the
time to celebrate Durga Puja.





The students of Grade 2, organized their

special assembly on Durga Puja, on the

virtual platform on 14th October based

on the theme of the significance of the 10

weapons of Durga Maa. The ten hands of

Goddess Durga hold a conch, discuss,

lotus, sword, bow with arrow, trishul,

mace, thunderbolt, snake and flame. This

symbolizes that she protects her devotees

from all directions namely the eight

corners and from the sky and the earth.

The children welcomed Maa Durga with

their graceful dance performance and an

insightful powerpoint presentation.

Grade 3 ushered in the festive season in  its true spirit. They took everyone present at their

Puja Assembly on a virtual guided tour of Kolkata during the Durga Puja and made them

experience the ' joie de vivre ' in Kolkata  during this grand gala festival. The programme

ended with an enthralling song by Ayaansh Jain and Sammagnah Bardhan - "Ashwiner

sharodo prate"
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The students of Grade 5 ushered in Bengal’s

annual festival which reveres and pays homage

to the Goddess Durga, with their lively online

performances on this eternal and traditional

theme, describing it through the mediums of

song, dance and drama that were video graphed

and assembled beautifully into a well –

integrated whole. The programme began with an

exquisite rendition of Gouri elo, a Bengali folk

song  followed by a gripping skit  on how the

Goddess Durga defeated both Covid -19 and

Mahishashur.  

The programme was entirely student driven

from writing the script, anchoring, narrating,

singing and dancing, to playing various musical

instruments.

In the words of Mrs. Nayar, “This programme

by Grade 5 was a show – stopper, a culmination

in terms of perfection of all the programmes put

up by the Primary and Junior school in the past

few days – a grand finale.”

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to

the parents for their support and cooperation in

helping the students to put together their

presentation. 

As per the tradition of CIS, Grade 4 welcomed the festive season through a special assembly.

They danced to festive tunes, sang to invoke the Goddess, presented a PPT about the festival,

put up skits and also showed us the safety precautions required to be followed while enjoying

Bengal's greatest festival. Mrs. Nayar, Mrs. Choudhary and all the teachers appreciated the

beautiful and well coordinated performances.
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Patterns with Primary and Secondary ColoursPatterns with Primary and Secondary ColoursPatterns with Primary and Secondary Colours

Impressions with Manmade and Natural objectsImpressions with Manmade and Natural objectsImpressions with Manmade and Natural objects



Mask - Roll a PicassoMask - Roll a Picasso

Arranging LettersArranging LettersArranging Letters 
and Numbers

Arranging Letters
and Numbers

Arranging LettersArranging LettersArranging LettersArranging Letters
and Numbers

Arranging LettersArranging LettersArranging Letters
and Numbers

Composition withComposition withComposition with
 Facial Expression
Composition with
Facial Expression
Composition withComposition withComposition withComposition with
Facial Expression
Composition withComposition withComposition with
Facial Expression









The grade 5 students had a new experience on the 29th and 30th of September. 
Mr Prateek Raja, the Director of Gallery Experimenter, Kolkata and a parent of CIS,
gave the students a digital walkthrough of an exhibition of two very prolific artists,
Krishna Reddy and Rathin Barman.

Krishna Reddy’s name doesn’t need any introduction in the field of printmaking. His
abstract works are known for their multilayered textures, movement, vibrant colours
and multicolour viscosity technique. In this particular show the learners were guided
through Reddy’s visual journey starting from his earlier works (1950’s) to the works of
his later phase. They got an opportunity to see the original prints along with the original
plates. While viewing the plate it was pointed out to the learners that Reddy saw his
etching plates as sculptural pieces. The simplicity of his subjects and his European
influence through the use of perspective was also focused on.

The students were also able to relate to the architectural forms of Rathin Barman. The
uniqueness of his use of material such as concrete, brass and his installation process
brought forward many questions in the young learners’ minds. They understood that in
Rathin’s work there is an interesting amalgamation of the past, present and the memory.
His large scale installations and the jigsaw puzzle arrangement made our learners quite
inquisitive and aware about the challenges an artist faces while searching for his visual
language.

This was the Art Department’s endeavour to cultivate the skill of appreciating Art and
Artists amongst the students. We hope the learners will remember this experience for the
years to come.

A Digital walk through
G A L L E R Y  E X P E R I M E N T E R
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FROM THE
COUNSELLOR'S DESK

The school counsellors, Mrs. Farishta Dastur Mukerji and Ms. Spriha Patronobis, conducted

a series of workshops for students and parents of both sections of grades 4 and 5 in

September and October 2020, to raise awareness on cyber safety and cyber hygiene. The

students were spoken to about respectful and responsible online behaviour, the impact of

virtual activities on real life and cyber footprints. 

The parenting sessions focused on the need for awareness on the topic, initiating

conversations with children about netiquettes and parental supervision and safety checks to

ensure digital wellbeing of children. The sessions were interactive and were received very

well by the students and parents alike. It gave a space to share and voice concerns and

feedback. 
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Mrs Gargee Mukherjee, Teacher -
Junior Section, was felicitated by 
Mrs. Nayar, for her 5 years of service
at CIS. We congratulate her on this
great achievement.



Mrs. Neelam Choudhary, Mrs. Sharmila Majumdar, 
Mrs. Sukanya Singhal, Ms. Neha Dixit, Ms. Sarbani Ganguli,

Mrs. Tania Roy and Ms. Amanda DuPratt

Follow us on our Facebook page  -
https://www.facebook.com/calcuttainternationalschool/


